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Towards 100% spin-polarized charge-injection: The half-metallic NiMnSbÕCdS interface
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Spin-electronics requires an electron source with a spin-polarization as high as possible. For this, half-
metallic materials seem ideally suited as they exhibit 100% spin polarization. Because of its high Curie
temperature and compatibility with existing semiconductor technology, NiMnSb is a most desirable half metal.
However, using first-principles calculations we find that NiMnSb surfaces are not half metallic, even if they are
stoichiometric and perfectly ordered. Moreover, several surface and interface sensitive experiments have re-
ported polarizations far less than 100%. These findings are easily rationalized, as they result from the symme-
try breaking at the surface. We show that it is possible to restore half metallicity at interfaces, by a proper
engineering at the microscopic level. Therefore the half metal NiMnSb is, in principle, a suitable source
material for 100% spin-polarized charge carriers.
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The rapidly developing field of spin-electronics hol
much promise for the future. Widely known possible app
cations are in nonvolatile magnetic random access memo
but also an increase of the efficiency of optoelectronic
vices and even a self-assembled quantum computer1 are en-
visaged. Key ingredient is a source of spin-polarized cha
carriers. Conventional ferromagnetic metals are unsuita
source materials as the spin polarizationP of the carriers
injected into a semiconductor is negligible.2 With magnetic
semiconductors a high spin polarization of the injec
charge carriers has been demonstrated.3 These, however, are
not spontaneous magnets and therefore require bias fiel
requirement which interferes with several applications.
natural choice for a polarized charge-carrier source are h
metallic systems. In these one spin direction behaves lik
metal whereas, for the other, the Fermi level is in a gap. T
they haveP5100% as an intrinsic property.4

Half-metallic ferromagnets were discovered by theo
with the prediction of 100% spin polarization for NiMnSb5

Since then others have been found, such as CrO2,6,7 the
CMR ~colossal magnetoresistance! doped manganites7–10

and the CMR double perovskite Sr2FeMoO6.11 Of these
NiMnSb is particularly interesting because of its high Cu
temperature (TC5760 K) ~Ref. 12! and its compatibility
with existing semiconductor technology.

Much experimental effort is being devoted to NiMnS
~Refs. 13 and 14! but nevertheless highly spin-polarized ca
rier injection from NiMnSb has not yet been achieved.
fact, spin-polarized photoemission,15 spin-polarized
tunneling,13 and Andreev reflection measurement7 report val-
ues of P far below 100%. In contrast, many other expe
ments, such as spin-resolved positron annihilation16 and in-
frared reflectance spectroscopy,17 support the half-metallic
nature of NiMnSb. Neutron diffraction gives a magnetic m
ment of 4.0(2)mB ~Ref. 12! and the resistivity does not ex
hibit the low-temperatureT2 dependence characteristic fo
spin-flip scattering.18 The striking difference between thes
0163-1829/2001/64~2!/020402~4!/$20.00 64 0204
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sets of experiments is that the latter probe the NiMnSb bu
whereas the former are all, to some extent, surface or in
face sensitive.

In this paper we report first-principles calculations
NiMnSb surfaces and interfaces. In contrast to the bulk,
find that NiMnSb surfaces and interfaces are not half me
lic in general. We also show that for asuitably chosen
NiMnSb/CdS interface half-metallicity can be restor
throughout the entire interface region.

Electronic structures were calculated using dens
functional theory in the generalized gradient approximat
according to Ref. 19. Structural optimizations were carr
out with the resulting Hellmann-Feynman forces.20 Electron-
ion interactions were described using ultras
pseudopotentials,21,22 except in some calculations where w
used the projector augmented-wave~PAW! method23,24 for
Mn instead. Calculations were carried out with the fir
principles molecular-dynamics program VASP~Vienna ab
initio simulation program!.25–27

The crystal structure of NiMnSb is fcc (F4̄3m), with Ni

at ~0,0,0!, Mn at (1
4 , 1

4 , 1
4 ) and Sb at (34 , 3

4 , 3
4 ). The site at

( 1
2 , 1

2 , 1
2 ) is empty. The Mn and Sb atoms are tetrahedra

surrounded by Ni atoms. Thus their local environment
similar to that in a zincblende semiconductor. Surfaces~in-
terfaces! were modeled in a periodically repeated superc
containing alternating slabs of NiMnSb and vacuum~insula-
tor barrier material!.

First we consider NiMnSb surfaces. We carried out c
culations on several stoichiometric~100! and~111! surfaces.
As an example, we discuss the surfaces of a~111! slab in
more detail. We employed a hexagonal cell, witha and b
fixed by the lattice constant of NiMnSb (a5b54.18 Å, a
5b590°, g5120°). The bulklike stacking of the~111! slab
along @111# is an Mn layer, a Ni layer, an Sb layer, and a
empty layer~the layers are approximately 0.8 Å apart!. The
cell contains six formula units of NiMnSb, i.e., a slab of 2
atomic layers with a thickness of;18.7 Å, and a vacuum
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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region of 8.6 Å. The two surfaces are~necessarily! inequiva-
lent: On surface I the outer layer is antimony (Sb1), on sur-
face II it is manganese (Mn18). The superscripts at th
chemical elements count the occupied layers in the@111#
direction, starting at surface I. Atomic positions have be
optimized along@111#.

Figure 1 shows the projected densities of states~DOS’! of
the layers at the surfaces and near the slab center. Fo
DOS calculation a 1331331 k-point mesh28 and tetrahe-
dron interpolation were used.29 Notice that in the central par
of the slab (Sb7-Mn9) the bulk DOS is well reproduced, in
particular the half metallic character is evident as the min
ity DOS vanishes at the Fermi level. Conversely surfa
states are present on both surfaces. They clearly show u
the minority spin component DOS at the Fermi level a
spoil the half metallicity.

Also for ~100! both possible bulk-terminated surfac
~one terminated with a MnSb layer and the other with a
layer! are not half metallic. We obtain the best results for t
MnSb terminated layer. Here nearly perfect spin polarizat
is observed on all atoms, except for the surface Mn. On
atom the polarization is almost completely lost. Note th
experimentally a high spin polarization has only been
served recently~with spin-polarized inverse photoemissio!
by Ristoiu et al.30 They studied several~100! surfaces, but
only for one surface a highP was observed. That surface wa
probably terminated with a MnSb layer, i.e., similar to o
calculated MnSb terminated surface. However, even for
experimentally favorable case we find a nonperfect polar
tion when probing with atomic scale resolution. In gene
practice the situation is even worse, as surface segregati
known to occur without special precaution.15,31 Indeed, the
surface for which Ristoiuet al. obtained a high spin polar
ization was metastable.30

FIG. 1. Atom projected density of states near the Fermi leve
the NiMnSb ~111! slab with surfaces. The figure only depicts th
projected DOS of layers near the surfaces and the slab center
Fermi level is at 0. The majority and minority spin DOS are on t
positive and negative ordinate, respectively. For reference, the
partial DOS are shown~dotted lines!. The DOS has been calculate
with the PAW method for Mn.
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The above findings make sense if we consider the ra
nale for the half metallicity of bulk NiMnSb.5 The Mn and
Sb atoms dominate the bandstructure near the Fermi le
They are tetrahedrally surrounded by Ni atoms, i.e., th
local environment is similar to that in a zincblende semico
ductor. As a consequence the minority spin bandstruc
strongly resembles that of a typical zincblende semicond
tor, like GaAs and many other III-V and II-VI materials, an
therefore possesses a gap at the Fermi level. Thus the
metallicity is a direct consequence of the resemblance to
zincblende lattice. To destroy the gap it is enough to int
change the positions of Ni and either Mn or Sb. From t
explanation it follows that any instance of symmetry brea
ing, like disorder,32 a surface or an interface isa priori ex-
pected to result in a surface~interface! layer with incomplete
spin polarization. Disorder is the least harmful, as it can
minimized by a better sample preparation. For surfaces
interfaces the problem is more fundamental. The latter a
crucial ingredient of any spin-electronic device.

Since in practical applications the interface is crucial,
tried to devise a cure, i.e., to make the interface half meta
by a judicious tuning of its composition and structure. W
carried out calculations on several~111! and~100! interfaces
with III-V and II-VI semiconductors. The similarity of the
bandstructure to that of the NiMnSb minority spin
component motivated the choice for such materials. All
tempts with~100! interfaces were fruitless. For~111! inter-
faces the constraints on coordination near the interface
less involved, and we had more hope to obtain a h
metallic interface. Indeed we did obtain one half-metal
NiMnSb/CdS interface ~of several possible interfac
structures!,33,34 although with a somewhat unexpected inte
face geometry.

The supercell for the half-metallic interface is similar
that of the~111! NiMnSb/vacuum system described abov
However, it has nine instead of six formula units of fc
NiMnSb and, instead of vacuum, nine units of CdS. The C
stacking is: an S layer, a Cd layer, and two empty layer35

Atomic positions have been relaxed along@111# and the
height of the cell has been optimized (c563.1 Å). The local
stability was checked with a few symmetry-breaking d
placements in theab plane. The cell necessarily contains tw
inequivalent interfaces, of which only one is half metall
Layers have been numbered in a similar fashion as ab
starting from 1 at the half-metallic interface and increas
when moving into both NiMnSb and CdS. Thus the interfa
is in between Sb1 and S1 ~see Fig. 2!.

Figure 3 shows the projected DOS’ for the layers next
the half metallic interface (Sb1-Mn3, S1-Cd2) and for the
central layers of the NiMnSb (Sb13-Mn15) and CdS
(S9-Cd10) slabs. Notice that the bulk DOS is well reproduc
in the central parts of the NiMnSb and CdS slabs. Moreov
at the half metallic interface the minority DOS vanishes
the Fermi level. The NiMnSb DOS is rather similar to i
bulk. Remnants of the interface state at the other~not half-
metallic! interface are negligibly small at the half-metall
interface. On the enlarged scale of the CdS partial DOS th
remnants can just be discerned. The DOS has been calcu
with a 93931 k-point mesh.28
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Figure 2 depicts the structure of the half-metallic inte
face. Note the Sb-S bond~2.7 Å! at the interface. Both atom
in this bond are tetrahedrally coordinated, like in bu
NiMnSb and CdS. However, for Sb~S! one bond with a
Ni~Cd! has been replaced with the S-Sb bond. The S
bond is unexpected: a continuation of the alternation of c
ions and anions~as in both bulk materials! would seem most
appropriate, but both Sb and S play the role of ‘‘anion’’ i
respectively, NiMnSb and CdS, i.e., they form an ‘‘anio
anion’’ bond. However, in the half-metal the concept of
‘‘ion’’ is ill-defined since the screening is metallic. More
over, we note that similar Sb-S bonds are present in
semiconducting minerals gudmundite~FeSbS!,36 costibite
and paracostibite~CoSbS!.37 These minerals have a structu
related to marcasite: the Sb and the S pair, forming S
bonds with lengths of 2.61, 2.52, and 2.51 Å, respective
The first coordination shell of Sb~S! contains one S~Sb! and
three Fe or Co atoms. Thus the coordination and chem
bonding in these minerals, stable on a geological time sc
are analogous to that of the interface we obtain.

Summarizing, we have shown that stoichiometric, bu
terminated NiMnSb~100! and ~111! surfaces are not hal
metallic. Also NiMnSb/insulator interfaces are not half m
tallic in general. This breakdown of the half-metallic beha
ior arizes as a consequence of the symmetry breaking a
surface. In our opinion, this explains why experiments us
surface and interface sensitive probes do not find 10
spin-polarization7,13,15 for the charge-carriers. Alternatively
these experimental findings could be explained from disor
in NiMnSb. Disorder has been shown to spoil the h
metallicity.32 However, there is no direct experimental ev
dence available for disorder in NiMnSb, whereas surfa
segregation is well documented for NiMnSb.30,31 Moreover,
bulk-sensitive probes in general confirm the half-meta
behavior.12,16–18 Therefore we consider this alternative e

FIG. 2. Structure of the half metallic NiMnSb~111!/CdS~111!
interface. The@111# axis runs horizontally, from left to right. Notice
the Sb-S bond at the interface (dSb1-S152.7 Å).
J.
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planation rather unlikely.
In order to successfully grow high-performance magne

resistive tunnel junctions with NiMnSb, it is of paramou
importance to restore the half metallicity at the interfac
This can be achieved by asuitable choiceof the interface, as
we have shown here for a NiMnSb~111!/CdS~111!
interface.34,38Thus spin-flip processes at the interface sho
be suppressed and electrons at the Fermi-energy can tu
into the insulator material with 100% spin-polarization.

We thank Dr. A. Fasolino and Dr. C.M. Fang for usef
discussions. This work was part of the research program
the Stichting for Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Mate
~FOM!, with financial support from the Nederlandse Orga
satie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek~NWO!.

FIG. 3. Atom projected DOS of the slab with the half metal
NiMnSb~111!/CdS~111! interface. The projected DOS are on
shown for the layers next to the half-metallic interface (Sb1-Mn3,
S1-Cd2) and for the central layers of the NiMnSb (Sb13-Mn15). The
Fermi level is at 0. Bulk DOS curves of NiMnSb have been add
with dotted lines. The DOS has been calculated with the PA
method for Mn. Half metallicity is signalled by the vanishing DO
at the Fermi level. This is highlighted by a circle.
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